
Tailored to how you 
work, not the other 
way around.

AVAILABLE ON

TransLutionTM Software
EazyTouch

Use EazyTouch to Save Money & Enhance the User Experience
TransLution EazyTouch screens are configured to include only those operations relevant to each process, including buttons to 
print labels, view picking orders, stock count data or reveal production instructions.

Do you need to:

• Capture data on an industrial touch-screen PC to 
support production workflow?

• Interface with weighing devices or a barcode scanner 
during production?

• Use “ruggedised” tablet PCs in the warehouse, loading 
dock or factory floor?

• Provide your operators with big buttons on screens 
that are easy to use?

• Print labels during production?

• Integrate production data and other stock movements 
with SYSPRO software?

A touch-screen device with TransLution EazyTouch may be 
the answer to these problems.

Enhanced SYSPRO Integration
With EazyTouch you can select a number of SYSPRO software 
integration transactions from our extensive list of supported 
functions. You can configure EazyTouch to post specialised 
information captured on the scanner into SYSPRO:

• Lot Numbers

• Serial Numbers

• General Ledger Codes

• Additional References and Notations

• Any additional data fields supported by SYSPRO



TRANSLUTION EAZYTOUCH ADVANCED FEATURES AND 
FUNCTIONALITY

Scanning Functionality
TransLution EazyTouch, at its most simple level, can be used to perform the same scanning functions as TransLution EazyScan. 
Because we have much more screen space on a PC, EazyTouch offers many other features in addition to the basic scanning 
functionality. Some of these are described below.

The first example is an inventory adjustment which works in the same way on both EazyScan and EazyTouch.

Reviewing Before Posting Results to SYSPRO
This example compares stock count from TransLution against SYSPRO 
inventory for verification prior to posting. You can change the data and 
post it to SYSPRO, or simply review the results.

Printing Barcode Labels
This screen shows the line items in a specific order. Here users can print 
barcode labels for line items as they are received.



Creating Grouped User Functions
This screen highlights how functions in TransLution can be grouped 
together. In this example the WMS button allows the user to view all 

the Warehouse Management Systems features 
and functionality.

The second screen shows the features that are 
grouped under the WMS function. Once selected, 
the user can access all warehouse management 
functions.

Show a Grid of History
TransLution displays a history of previous scans, so the user can view 
the steps in the scanning process.

Integrating  to SYSPRO
TransLution posts the data it captures from the shop 
floor to SYSPRO in real-time. This screen shows users any 
errors that occurred during integration. Users can then 
select to repost lines or cancel lines.
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TRANSLUTION ROADMAP

Integration
Leverage existing SYSPRO and inventory software 
investments: Use TransLution to seamlessly integrate 
information captured on the production floor and in the 
warehouse with your existing system. TransLution supports 
multiple devices such as wireless barcode scanners, touch-
screen PCs and tablet PCs, and delivers data captured directly 
into the accounting world of SYSPRO.

Data Analysis & Reporting
TransLution EazyQuery searches internal and external 
databases and presents information in customized views 
on-screen, with drill-down, print, and export to spreadsheet 
capabilities. EazyQuery further improves efficiency by 
automating processing, publishing and distributing query 
reports on a schedule for both internal and external users.

TRANSLUTION CUSTOMERS
TransLution Software is an  authorized SYSPRO System Integrator Development Partner servicing over 350 companies, and 
supporting over 3600 mobile devices across multiple industry sectors:

Shop Floor Integration
TransLution does not only integrate seamlessly to your ERP and other business systems, we also offer many options to integrate 
to shop floor equipment including scales and various IoT devices. This allows you to combine shop floor process data with your 
inventory data.

TRANSLUTION CLIENTS

TransLution Android
TransLution Android uses hand-held scanners, phones or 
tablets to provide instant availability of process information, 
offering maximum control, increased information accuracy, 
traceability, reporting and improved decision making.

TransLution Windows
TransLution Windows runs on a standard PC or touchscreen 
where screens are configured to include only those 
operations relevant to each process, including buttons to 
print labels, view picking orders, stock count data, or reveal 
production instructions.


